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Value Based Statement Builder 
 

 Our business is helping  Our business is helping 

who -- your best prospects --    
 

 

 who  who  

what 
-- need help with the pressing concern you 
address -- 

 

 

 succeed by  succeed by  

how  
-- providing the material improvement you 
will deliver --   

 

 

 Unlike  Unlike  

 -- the alternative solution -- 
 

 

 
-- your solution (name of your product or 
service --  

 

 

why 
-- describe the reason why your company is 
a better choice --    

 

 

 as shown by  as shown by  

proof 
-- evidence that you will deliver what’s 
promised -- 

 

 

 Our solution enables  -- the prospects -- Our solution enables -- the prospects -- 

benefit -- to _(what?)   --    
 

 

 so that they will be able to so that they will be able to 

benefit  
of the 
benefit 

-- the benefit of the benefit that you deliver--  
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SAMPLE   - Value-Based Statement Builder    
 

 Our business is helping  Our business is helping 

who -- your best prospects --    chiropractors 

 who  who  

what 
-- need help with the pressing concern you 
address -- 

struggle with patient retention and declining 
referral business 

 succeed by  succeed by  

how  
-- providing the material improvement you 
will deliver --   

showing them how to improve patient count 
and build their referral business by improving 
their patient experience 

 Unlike  Unlike  

 -- the alternative solution -- 
traditional practice management consulting 
programs,  

 
-- your solution (name of your product or 
service) --  

our Loyal Patient Magnet Program  

why 
-- describe the reason why your company is 
a better choice --    

gets to the root of the patient drop-off problem 
by focusing on improving the patient 
experience 

 as shown by  as shown by  

proof 
-- evidence that you will deliver what’s 
promised -- 

the track record we’ve achieved of a 20% 
increase in new patient referrals. 

 Our solution enables  -- the prospects -- Our solution enables chiropractors 

benefit -- to  ________ --    
to focus on what they do best – help patients – 
in a way that builds lasting referral business 

 so that they will be able to so that they will be able to 

benefit  
of the 
benefit 

-- the benefit of the benefit that you deliver-- 
earn more, and build their practice value. 

. 
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The 1-Minute version 

 

Our business is helping chiropractors who struggle with patient retention and declining 
referral business succeed by showing them how to their patient count and build their 
referral business by improving their patient experience. 

Unlike traditional practice management consulting programs, our Loyal Patient Magnet 
Program is gets to the root of the patient drop-off problem by focusing on 

improving the patient experience. That always leads to improved profitability through 
referrals as shown by the track record we’ve achieved of a 20% increase in new patient 
referrals.  

Our solution enables chiropractors to focus on what they do best – help patients – in a 
way that builds their referral business so that they will be able to  
earn more and build their practice value. 

 

 

The 15-20 Second Version 

 

Our business is helping chiropractors who struggle with patient retention and declining 
referrals succeed by showing them how to increase referral business with improved 
patient experience and loyalty. The results are usually a 20% increase in referrals, so that 
they can get back to helping more patients, earn more, and build their practice value. 

 

 


